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a b s t r a c t

In delay-tolerant networks, the dramatic change of topology and the frequent interruption of connections
make it difficult to forward the message to destination. Routing protocols in DTNs seek to improve the
delivery ratio through increasing the number of message copies. However, the redundant message copies
easily cause the occurrence of buffer’s overflowing. In this paper, in order to maximize the utilization
of network resources, especially when the bandwidth is limited and the message sizes are different, we
present a theoretical framework called the Knapsack-based Message Scheduling and Drop strategy in
Theory (KMSDT) based on Epidemic routing protocol. KMSDT sorts the messages in the buffer according
to the per-unit utility and, if buffer overflows, decides whichmessage to drop based on the solution to the
knapsack problem. Furthermore, a practical framework called the Knapsack-based Message Scheduling
and Drop strategy in Practice (KMSDP) is also developed. Rather than collecting the global statistics as
done in KMSDT, KMSDP estimates all the parameters through the locally-collected statistics. Simulations
based on both synthetic and real mobility traces are done in ONE. Results show that, without affecting the
average delay and overhead ratio, KMSDP and KMSDT achieve better delivery ratio than other congestion
control strategies.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Delay-tolerant networks (DTNs) [4,9], are a kind of challenged
networks in which end-to-end transmission latency may be
arbitrarily long due to the occasional connections. An available
connected source-to-destination pathmaynot exist anytime. DTNs
have been proposed to be used in interplanetary networks [1,33],
battlefields [16], disaster response networks [26], rural areas [21],
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wildlife tracking [12], and pocket-switched networks [31,30].
Fall [9] puts forward this newnetwork concept in SIGCOMM03. The
nodes in DTNs exchange theirmessageswhen they encounter each
other. Successful delivery occurs only when one or more infected
nodes encounter the destination node.

Recently, the topology of mobile ad hoc network is regarded
as connected graph, through which the end-to-end paths can
be established. However, DTNs are occasionally connected and
end-to-end paths are commonly unavailable due to the mobil-
ity of nodes and instability of links. A bundle layer including
the store–carry–forward paradigm [5] and the custody-transfer
thought is proposed to solve the above problems. It requires the
node to carry a bundle and forward it to a reliable hop until
the time-to-live (TTL) of the bundle expires. With this in mind,
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the message scheduling and drop problem.

choosing the suitable nodes to forward messages is the key point
in DTNs. Since the traditional connection-based routing protocol is
not available anymore, many research efforts [34,24] have focused
on developing effective routing protocols in DTNs. However, the
proposed routing protocols seek to improve delivery ratio through
increasing the number of message copies, and store the message
until it finds an available link to use. The overhead in restricted
bandwidth and the overflowing in limited buffer space are often
neglected [29]. Especially in the realistic network environment, the
congestion problem becomes more obvious.

The message scheduling and drop problem is illustrated in
Fig. 1. When node A whose buffer stores messages a and b
encounters node B, node A need to decide which message to send
first. Similarly, when the buffer of node A overflows, it should
decide which message to drop among the already stored messages
(messages a and b) and the new comer (message c). In order
to deal with these buffer-management problems, we present the
Knapsack-based Message Scheduling and Drop strategy in Theory
(KMSDT) and applies it on DTNs under Epidemic routing. First of
all, KMSDT calculates the utility value of each message through
evaluating the impact of either replicating or dropping a message
on delivery ratio. Secondly, KMSDT sorts the messages according
to their per-unit utilities, and whether or not to drop the message
is also decided based on the solution to the knapsack problem.
However, to calculate the utility, KMSDT requires some global
information of the network. Therefore, it is difficult to directly
implement KMSDT in practice, especially in the intermittently-
connected networks. To overcome the problem, we finally propose
another strategy called the Knapsack-based Message Scheduling
and Drop strategy in Practice (KMSDP), which is a distributed
algorithm and estimates the global network parameters through
locally collected statistics. Simulations based on synthetic and real
mobility traces are done in ONE, and results show that KMSDP and
KMSDT achieve better performance than other congestion control
strategies in terms of delivery ratio.

In this paper, we argue that GBSD [15], which adopts the non-
heuristic strategy and unifies the scheduling and drop problems,
is state of the art. However, despite the elegance of the approach,
GBSD has the following drawbacks: (1) It neglects the failure of
transmission due to the limited bandwidth. (2) When messages
of different sizes coexist in the network, GBSD drops the message
with the lowest utility; however, this strategy is not necessarily
optimal. (3)When calculating the utility of a givenmessage i, GBSD
does not consider the impact of the copies of message i, which will
be generated in remaining TTL on the delivery ratio. (4) Themethod
of estimating the parameters is not applicable whenmessage sizes
differ.
The proposed KMSDT calculates the probability of successful
delivery in limited-bandwidth situations according to the contact-
time distribution. When buffer overflows, KMSDT maximizes the
delivery ratios of messages in different sizes based on the solution
to knapsack problem. Furthermore, we improve the original GBSD
utility-calculation model by taking into consideration of more
copies of a given message being created in the future. In addition,
the network parameters are collected independently for messages
of different sizes. Through the above methods, the four drawbacks
of GBSD are solved.

The main contributions are summarized as follows:

(1) We propose a message scheduling and drop strategy in theory
(KMSDT) based on the improvement of GBSD [15]. It calculates
the probability of successful delivery for limited-bandwidth
situations according to the contact-time distribution. When
buffer overflows, KMSDTmaximizes the global delivery ratio of
messages in different sizes based on the solution to knapsack
problem.

(2) We enhance the KMSDT into a knapsack-based message
scheduling and drop strategy in practice (KMSDP) through
collecting the local network parameters independently for
messages in different sizes.

(3) We conduct extensive simulations on both synthetic and real
mobility traces. The results show that KMSDP and KMSDT
achieve a better delivery ratio than other congestion control
strategies without affecting the average delay or overhead
ratio.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We intro-
duce the relatedwork in Section 2. The knapsack-based scheduling
and drop strategy in theory (KMSDT) and in practice (KMSDP) are
presented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. In Section 5, we evalu-
ate the performance of KMSDT and KMSDP through extensive sim-
ulations. We conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Related work

The classical Epidemic routing protocol [27] utilizes the
database replication technology to disseminate messages in
DTNs. Through Epidemic routing protocol, the random pair-wise
exchanges of messages ensure eventual message delivery. After
sufficient exchanges, each non-isolated node eventually receives
all the messages and end-to-end packet transmission is enabled.
Several simple drop strategies for Epidemic routing are listed
as follows: (1) drop front (DF) [20], in which the message of
longest queueing time in the buffer is dropped, when the buffer
overflows; (2) drop last (DL), in which the last message received
in the buffer is dropped; (3) drop oldest (DO), in which the
message in the buffer with the smallest remaining TTL is dropped;
and (4) drop youngest (DY), in which the message in the buffer
with the largest remaining TTL is dropped. DF and DO achieve
better performances compared with the other two strategies.
However, researchers have also proposed some more refined
buffer-management strategies: Lindgren and Phanse [18] assess
a series of congestion-control strategies based on heuristic ideas,
and confirm that combining the buffer-management strategy and
routing protocol can achieve more efficient utilization of the
network resources. Wahidabanu and Fathima [28] sort messages
into different queues according to their priorities. When buffer
overflowing occurs, the messages with lower priorities are
dropped. To reduce the impact of dropping action on the global
network performance, Dohyung et al. [6] drop the messages with
the largest expected number of message copies. Erramilli and
Crovella [8] present a strategy to schedule the messages according
to their priorities, which are calculated based on the distance from
source to destination. They also notice the lack of a non-heuristic
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buffer-management model in DTNs. In [10], they propose a Social
Selfishness Aware Routing (SSAR) algorithm, which considers
both users willingness to forward and their contact opportunity,
resulting in a better forwarding strategy than purely contact-
based approaches. However, there are following drawbacks of
SSAR compared with our proposed schemes. (1) SSAR focuses on
choosing the appropriate node for forwarding message, and takes
the node’s willingness and contact probability with destination
into consideration, while neglecting the message’s own attributes.
(2) They assume each node has unlimited buffer for its own
packets, but limited buffer for others, which is not reasonable
in DTNs. (3) The SSAR adopts the heuristic algorithm, but our
scheme uses the non-heuristic strategy, which could dynamically
adapt to the changing topology in DTNs. (4) SSAR is a node-
centered strategy, while our scheme is message-centered strategy,
which means that SSAR could not address the following situation:
a node encounters another high-utility node, while it forwards
a low-utility message to the encounter. In [17], they propose
methods to eliminate unnecessary forwarding redundancy and
ensure efficient utilization of network resources. The existingwork
is also similar with our proposed scheme, however, there are
following drawbacks of existingwork comparedwith our proposed
schemes. (1) It is really difficult for a node to accurately obtain the
list of messages holding by the surrounding nodes in DTNs. (2) The
existingwork requires the current node to choose appropriate next
hop according to the list of messages holding by the surrounding
nodes, in order to reduce forwarding redundancy. However, it does
not consider the message copies holding by the remoter nodes.
(3) The utility of a message in existing work could only eliminate
the local redundancy and reflect the message’s influence on local
delivery ratio. However, our proposed scheme calculates the utility
value of each message through evaluating the impact of either
replicating or dropping a message on global delivery ratio. (4) The
existing work adopts the heuristic algorithm, but our scheme uses
the non-heuristic strategy, which could dynamically adapt to the
changing topology in DTNs.

All the above buffer-management strategies adopt the heuristic
algorithm and cannot dynamically adapt to the changing topology
in DTNs. Therefore, the solutions for certain performance metrics
(such as delivery ratio, average delay) are suboptimal. Some
research groups have tried to develop a non-heuristic buffer-
management strategy by dynamically collecting the network
parameters, and then they obtain the optimal solutions for
delivery ratio or average delay. For example, Yong and Meng [32]
propose an adaptive and idealized buffer-management strategy
considering both the limited bandwidth and the different message
sizes. However, this strategy assumes that network parameters
can be collected through the control channel and the unfinished
transmission of messages can be continued utilizing the next
opportunity; with this in mind, the assumptions are impractical in
DTNs. Elwhishi et al. [7] propose a scheduling scheme for Epidemic
routing and two-hop forwarding. They obtain the optimal solution
for delivery ratio and average delay by solving the relevant
ordinary differential equations. They assume that all messages in
the network are of the same size and themethod used to collect the
network parameters does not achieve accurate values. In addition,
they do not consider the impact of bandwidth on delivery ratio.
Krifa and Barakat have published three papers in this research
area. In [14], to optimize delivery ratio, they estimate the utility
value of a given message by calculating the impact of replicating
or dropping the message on delivery ratio, and then they drop
the message with the smallest utility. Based on the result of [14],
the work in [13] enhances the scheduling strategy and prioritizes
the messages with the highest utility. Taking into account the
strategy proposed in [14], excessive information must be stored
and exchanged, which easily leads to the overload of bandwidth,
Krifa and Barakat [15] propose an idealized scheduling and drop
strategy called the global knowledge-based scheduling and drop
(GBSD) strategy, inwhich signal overhead is reduced by optimizing
the storage structure and statistics-collection method.

3. Knapsack-based scheduling and drop strategy

To deliver a clear problem formulation and gain useful strategy
insights, we first introduce the assumptions related to the work,
and put forward the congestion control problem to be addressed.
Next, we identify the utility-calculation model to be used for
a given message by quantifying the influence of replicating or
dropping themessage on delivery ratio.When buffer overflows,we
decide which message to drop based on its utility and the solution
to knapsack problem.

3.1. Assumptions and problem description

In this paper, we make the following assumptions about
the network environment. Each message has a given TTL, after
which the message is no longer useful and should be dropped.
Subsequently, it arbitrarily chooses the source and destination as
well as its size within the specified scope; messages of different
sizes can coexist in the network. Neither an immunization strategy
nor an acknowledgment mechanism is used to confirm the receipt
of packets. The bandwidth is limited and message transmission
time cannot be ignored. If the transmission of a certain message
is interrupted, the message must be retransmitted. The node
pairs’ intermeeting times and contact durations under themobility
patterns such as random walk, random waypoint and random
directions tail off exponentially [32,23,25].

This paper primarily addresses the following two problems in
terms of buffer-management: (1) when more than one message
exists in a node’s local buffer and the node does not knowwhether
the contact will last long enough to forward all the messages. To
maximize the delivery ratio, we need to decide which message to
send first. (2) If a newmessage arrives at a node’s buffer filled with
messages, in order tomaximize the delivery ratiowe should decide
which message to drop between the messages already in the local
buffer and the new comer.

To address the above two problems, we propose an idealized
scheduling and drop strategy KMSDT, which first expresses the
delivery ratio as a function of dynamic network parameters.
The per-message utility is derived from the marginal value
of the delivery ratio. Several factors including message size
and bandwidth limitation are considered in this process. If the
bandwidth is insufficient to forward all the messages in its local
buffer, the node should replicate messages in decreasing order of
their per-unit utility. If buffer overflowing occurs, the node need to
decide which message to drop based on its utility and the solution
to knapsack problem, in order to maximize the total utility of all
the local messages.

We first define several notations. Pi is the probability that
message i can be successfully delivered, K(t) is the total number of
different messages within the network, and P is the delivery ratio
of the network, then P =

K(t)
i=1 Pi. ni is denoted as the copy number

of message i. The utility value Ui of a certainmessage i is quantified
by the influence of dropping or replicating themessage on delivery
ratio, then we face the following three situations:

∆(ni) = 1 If replicate message i during contact.
∆(ni) = 0 If no action for message i is taken.
∆(ni) = −1 If drop an already existing message i.

Therefore, 1P =
K(t)

i=1
∂Pi
∂ni

∆(ni) =
K(t)

i=1 Ui∆(ni), Ui =
∂Pi
∂ni

.
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Table 1
The main notations through the paper.

Variable Description

N Total number of nodes in the network minus one
K(t) Number of distinct messages in the network at time t
TTLi Initial time-to-live (TTL) for message i
Ri Remaining time-to-live(TTL) for message i
Ti Elapsed time for message i since its generation time (Ti = TTLi − Ri)
ni(Ti) The copy number of message i in the network after the elapsed

time Ti
mi(Ti) Number of nodes (excluding source) that have seen message i from

its creation time to the elapsed time Ti
E1 Average intermeeting time between nodes
λ1 Parameters in the exponential distribution of intermeeting time

(λ1 =
1
E1
)

E2 Average contact duration times between nodes
λ2 Parameters in the exponential distribution of contact duration

time (λ2 =
1
E2
)

Mi Size of message i
W Bandwidth of the contacts between nodes in a pair
Ui Utility of message i
PTi Probability that message i has been successfully delivered at the

present moment
PRi Probability that undelivered message iwill reach the destination

within time Ri
εi Probability that message i can be forwarded successfully during

contact
Pi Probability that message i can be successfully delivered
P Delivery ratio

Based on the above analyses,we sort themessages in decreasing
order of per-unit utility, and messages with the highest per-unit
utility are replicated first during contact. When buffer overflows,
we drop the messages based on the solution to knapsack problem,
in order to maximize the total utility in the local buffer.

3.2. Utility-calculation model

In DTNs, messages are forwarded through random pairwise
encounters. Thus, the intermeeting time and contact duration
between the nodes in a pair will influence the delivery ratio. Here
we define the intermeeting time and contact duration as follows:

Definition 1. Intermeeting time: the elapsed time from the end of
the previous contact to the start of the next contact between nodes
in a pair.

Definition 2. Contact duration: the duration time during which
the nodes in a pair stay in each other’s communication range.

As mentioned in the above assumptions, the recent research
shows that intermeeting times and contact durations are exponen-
tially distributed under many popular mobility patterns such as
random walk, random waypoint, and random direction. Our sim-
ulations are based on two mobility scenarios: a synthetic one (the
random-waypoint mobility pattern) and real-world mobility trace
(epfl, which tracks 500 taxis in San Francisco over 30 days, without
loss of generality, we use the data of the first 100 taxis in this pa-
per). Thus, we first perform simulations on the distributions of the
intermeeting times and contact durations and check whether they
can match an exponential distribution.

As can be seen in Fig. 2, the intermeeting times and contact
durations follow approximately an exponential distribution for the
two scenarios:

f (x) =


λe−λx x > 0
0 x ≤ 0.

Suppose that λ1 and λ2 are the parameters for the exponen-
tial distribution of intermeeting time and contact duration, respec-
tively. E1 and E2 represent the mathematical expectation values,
respectively; then λ1 =

1
E1

and λ2 =
1
E2

(Table 1).
Our goal is to express the probability Pi as a function form of ni,
and then calculate the utility of message i by quantifying the effect
of replicating or dropping a copy of message i on Pi. To achieve
this goal, some probability notations used throughout the paper
are defined in Table 1.

The probability for message i to be delivered is given by the
probability that message i has been delivered and the probability
that message i has not yet been delivered, but will be delivered
during the remaining time Ri. Therefore, Pi can be formulated as
Eq. (1).

Pi = (1 − PTi)PRi + PTi . (1)

Because of the fact that all the nodes including the destination
have an equal chance to see the message i, therefore, PTi can be
written as follow:

PTi =
mi(Ti)
N

, (2)

PRi as shown in Eq. (1) denotes the probability that the message
i, which has not yet reached its destination, can be deliveredwithin
the remaining time Ri. Calculating PRi is the core of the utility-
calculation model. In [15], PRi is approximated by the probability
that one copy of message i (the total number of copies at time Ti
is ni(Ti)) has been delivered within time Ri, without considering
that (1) more copies of message i may be created in the future
and (2) the failure of message transmission may be caused by
limited bandwidth. To overcome these two drawbacks, we present
an improved method to calculate PRi .

We first consider the change of ni(t) along with the time t .
Based on the ordinary-differential-equation model used in [2], the
following relationship is derived:

dni(t)
dt

= εiλ1ni(t)[N − ni(t)], (3)

where εi is the probability that message i can be forwarded suc-
cessfully during contact, as illustrated in Table 1. The parameter
λ1 =

1
E1

is the reciprocal of the average intermeeting time. Further-
more,λ1 is the average number of contacts betweennodes per-unit
time. Therefore, after solving Eq. (3)with the initial condition ni(0),
we get following equation:

ni(t) =
Nni(0)

ni(0) + [N − ni(0)]e−εiλNt
. (4)

Suppose that the current time is Ti, the number of nodes that hold
message i in buffers after time Ri can be expressed as Eq. (5).

ni(Ti + Ri) =
Nni(Ti)

ni(Ti) + [N − ni(Ti)]e−εiλNRi
. (5)

Theparameter εi in Eqs. (3)–(5) can bederived from the contact-
time distribution. we assume that the bandwidth isW and the size
of message i is Mi. In order to successfully forward message i, the
contact duration should be greater than Mi

W . In addition, the contact
durations follow an exponential distribution with parameter λ2.
Therefore, εi can be expressed as follow:

εi = e−λ2
Mi
W . (6)

Next, we analyze the meaning of 1 − PRi . The equation 1 −

PRi represents the probability that message i has not yet been
delivered at Ti, and will not be delivered in the remaining time
Ri (Ri = TTL − Ti). In other words, 1 − PRi gives the probability
that not only the ni(Ti) nodes with message i in the buffer will not
contact the destination node during Ri, but also the new infected
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Fig. 2. Intermeeting time in (a) and (b) and contact duration in (c) and (d) distributions for the random-waypoint in (a) and (c) and real-worldmobility scenarios in (b) and (d).
nodes will not finish the delivery to destination within Ri. Thus,
1 − PRi can be expressed as Eq. (7).

1 − PRi = e−λni(Ti)Ri
Ri

t=0

e−λn′
i(Ti+t)(Ri−t)

=

e−λni(Ti)Ri
Ri

t=0
e−λn′

i(Ti+t)(Ri)

Ri
t=0

e−λn′
i(Ti+t)(t)

=
e−λni(Ti+Ri)Ri

e−λ
 Ri
0 n′

i(Ti+t)tdt
. (7)

The quantity ni(Ti + Ri) in Eq. (7) can be obtained through
Eq. (5), and the integral in the denominator can be calculated
through integration by parts: Ri

0
n′

i(Ti + t)tdt =

 Ri

0
tdni(Ti + t)

=

Ri
0
tni(Ti + t) −

 Ri

0
ni(Ti + t)dt

= Rini(Ti + Ri)

−


NRi +

ln[ni(Ti) − ni(Ti)e−εiλNRi + Ne−εiλNRi ]

εiλ


+

ln(N)

εi
. (8)

By combining Eqs. (5), (7), and (8), the probability PRi that the
undelivered message i at Ti can reach the destination in the
remaining time Ri is shown in Eq. (9).

PRi = 1 −
N

1
εi

eλNRi [ni(Ti) − ni(Ti)e−εiλNRi + Ne−εiλNRi ]
1
εi

. (9)
By substituting Eqs. (2)–(9) into Eq. (1), we get the final
expression for Pi:

Pi =
mi(Ti) − N

N
N

1
εi

×
1

eλNRi [ni(Ti) − ni(Ti)e−εiλNRi + Ne−εiλNRi ]
1
εi

+ 1. (10)

Note that the delivery ratio P equals to the sum of Pi (as shown
in Eq. (11)). With the help of Eq. (11), we can derive the effect
of replicating or dropping a given message i on delivery ratio as
Eq. (12):

P =

K(t)
i=1

Pi =

K(t)
i=1


mi(Ti) − N

N
N

1
ε

×
1

eλNRi[ni(Ti) − ni(Ti)e−εiλNRi + Ne−εiλNRi ]
1
εi

+ 1


(11)

∆(P) =

K(t)
i=1

∂Pi
∂ni(Ti)

1ni(Ti)

=

K(t)
i=1


[N − mi(Ti)]N

1−εi
εi e−λNRi

1
εi

(1 − e−εiλNRi)

× [ni(Ti) − ni(Ti)e−εiλNRi + Ne−εiλNRi ]
−εi−1

εi 1ni(Ti)


. (12)

The scheduling and drop strategy described in this paper aims
to maximize the delivery ratio of the whole network. Whenever
a given message i is replicated during contact, the copy number
of message i increases by one [1ni(Ti) = +1]; if no operation is
performed on message i, the copy number of message i remains
unchanged [1ni(Ti) = 0]; when a copy of message i is dropped
from the buffer, the copy number of message i decreases by one
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Fig. 3. Different schedule (a) and drop (b) strategies in a buffer.

[1ni(Ti) = −1]. Therefore, the utility of message i is precisely the
derivative of the delivery ratio P . We obtain the following equation
for calculating message utility:

Ui = [N − mi(Ti)]N
1−εi
εi e−λNRi

1
εi

(1 − e−εiλNRi)

× [ni(Ti) − ni(Ti)e−εiλNRi + Ne−εiλNRi ]
−εi−1

εi . (13)

3.3. Idealized knapsack-based scheduling and drop strategy

After calculating the message utility, the scheduling and drop
strategy can be executed. A higher per-message utility indicates
that replicating the message would lead to a more significant in-
crease in the delivery ratio P . Therefore,when twonodes arewithin
each other’s communication range, messages should be replicated
in decreasing order of the utility to maximize P . In addition, a
higher per-message utility also means that dropping the message
would lead to a more significant decrease in the delivery ratio
P . When a buffer overflows, the message with the lowest per-
message utility should be dropped. Previous studies [14,13,15]
have proven that the above scheduling and drop strategy leads to a
good performance in terms of delivery ratio. However, when mes-
sage sizes differ, the strategy is no longer applicable.

In Fig. 3, the vertical rectangular box represents the local
buffer of a node, and the smaller rounded rectangles represent
the messages stored in the local buffer. The utilities per message
satisfy:U1 > U2 > U3, andU2+U3 > U1. Themessage sizes satisfy:
M1 = 2M2 andM2 = M3. Fig. 3-(a) shows two different scheduling
methods. We assume that only messages with no greater than M1
can be successfully forwarded due to the limited contact duration
and bandwidth. By analyzing the first scheduling method, only
message 1 would be replicated, which leads to a gain of U1 in the
delivery ratio. However, through the second scheduling method,
messages 2 and 3 would be replicated, which leads to a gain of
U2 + U3 in the delivery ratio. Thus, the second scheduling strategy
obtains a better performance in terms of delivery ratio.

According to the above analyses, the scheduling strategy
that simply considers the per-message utility cannot be applied
to the networks where message sizes differ. Additionally, the
bigger message size indicates that, for a given bandwidth, more
buffer space is occupied and more transmission time is required.
Therefore, we schedule the messages according to the utility per-
unit Ui

Mi
and replicate messages in decreasing order of Ui

Mi
.

In Fig. 3-(b), themessage utilities also satisfyU1 > U2 > U3, and
U2+U3 > U1. Themessage sizes satisfyM1 = 2M2 andM2 = M3. In
addition, the local buffer is already full. Messages 2 and 3 are the
smallest-sized messages. When message 1 arrives and the buffer
overflows, which message to drop, among all buffered messages
and the new-comer, should be decided. If we simply drop the
message with the smallest utility, message 3 would be dropped
first, followed by message 2. In this case, the delivery ratio would
decrease by U2 + U3. If we adopt another strategy and only drop
message 1, the delivery ratio would decrease by U1. Thus, when
message sizes differ, dropping the message of the smallest utility
is obviously not the optimal strategy.
Algorithm 1 DPMKP
1: for j = 0; j ≤ totalWeight; j + + do
2: for i = 0; i ≤ n; i + + do
3: if (i = 0||j = 0) then
4: bestValues[i][j] = 0;
5: else
6: if j < sizes[i − 1] then
7: bestValues[i][j] = bestValues[i − 1][j];
8: else
9: iweight = sizes[i − 1];

10: ivalue = values[i − 1];
11: bestValues[i][j] = MAX(bestValues[i − 1][j]);
12: ivalue = ivalue + bestValues[i − 1][j − iWeight];
13: if bestSolution = null then
14: bestSolution = NEWint[n];
15: tempWeight = totalWeight;
16: for i = n; i ≥ 1; i − − do
17: if bestValues[i][tempWeight] > bestValues[i − 1][tempWeight]

then
18: bestSolution[i − 1] = 1;
19: tempWeight = sizes[i − 1];
20: if tempWeight = 0 then
21: break;
22: bestValue = bestValues[n][totalWeight];

It is worth noticing that if the buffer size is fixed, the purpose of
the drop strategy is to maximize the total utility of all messages in
the local buffer. Therefore, the message drop problem changes to
solve the following typical 0–1 knapsack problem:

Restriction :

n
k=1

Mkxk ≤ M, xk = {0, 1}, k = 1, 2, 3 · · · n,

Objective : Max
n

k=1

Ukxk

where Uk is the utility of the kth message. M is the buffer size,
and Mk is the size of the kth message. The number of all the
buffered messages and the newly arrived message is denoted as
n. x indicates whether the kth message is buffered.

To solve the 0–1 knapsack problem as described above, we
adopt the dynamic programming method (as shown in Algorithm
1) to decidewhichmessages should be buffered andwhich to drop.

To summarize, themessage utility can be calculated by Eq. (13).
Because of the various message sizes, the messages are scheduled
according to the per-unit utility Ui

Mi
and are replicated in decreas-

ing order of Ui
Mi

during contact. When buffer overflowing occurs,
drop decisions aremade based on the solution to the 0–1 knapsack
problem, in order to maximize the total utility of all the messages
in the local buffer. Through this method, we propose the idealized
scheduling and drop strategy KMSDT. However, in order to calcu-
late the utility of message i through Eq. (13), ni(Ti) and mi(Ti) at
time Ti must be known. However, KMSDT assumes that everymes-
sage can perceive its own value of n(T ) andm(T ). The assumption
in terms of global parameters indicates that KMSDT is unavailable
in real-DTN scenarios. Therefore, we propose the KMSDP, which
estimates the global parameters n(T ) and m(T ) by utilizing dis-
tributed collected-history information.

4. Knapsack-based scheduling and drop strategy in practice

According to the above descriptions, it is clear that the
idealized scheduling and drop strategy KMSDT requires global
information of the network. The research [32,2] suggests that
network parameters can be obtained through the control channel.
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Fig. 4. Network history data structure.

However, this is not applicable in a realistic network environment.
Therefore, we propose a practical knapsack-based scheduling and
drop strategy KMSDP. For the reason that it is difficult to determine
ni(Ti) and mi(Ti) at time Ti, each node must estimate the current
ni(Ti) andmi(Ti) for message i by collecting the history statistics of
the once-stored messages. Each node maintains a list of messages
of which it tracks the history in the network. For each message, it
maintains a list of nodes that have already seen themessage, and it
also store the arrays recording whether or not the message is ever
buffered. This history information is used to approximate n(T ) and
m(T ), which are used to calculate the utility of each message.

4.1. Collecting and maintaining history information

Fig. 4 shows the history data structure that KMSDP uses. Each
node selects a part of the once-stored messages whose history
data must be collected and puts them into its list of messages.
Each item in the message list contains the message identification
(ID) and the mature part of the message. The mature part of the
message is a time field,whichmeans that n(T ) andm(T ) before this
time field are mature statistics (the meaning of mature statistics is
explained in Section 4.2). Each node in the node lists maintains its
node ID, stat_version, n_Bin[], and m_Bin[]. The stat_version entry
represents the time unit (i.e., bin) when the last update occurs.
The n_Bin[] entry indicates whether or not the node stores the
message during the certain bin. Finally, them_Bin[] entry indicates
whether or not the node has ever stored a copy of the message
before the bin. Both n_Bin[] and m_Bin[] are boolean arrays. For
example, n_Bin[k] = 1 means that the node buffers a copy of the
message during bin k, andm_Bin[k] = 1 means that the node ever
stored a copy of the message before bin k (whether it still stores
the copy is uncertain). The bin size (i.e., length of the time unit) for
n_Bin[] and m_Bin[] is called Bin_Unit . Because the messages have
a fixed TTL, a larger Bin_Unit leads to a smaller n_Bin[]. So the nodes
need to maintain and exchange fewer data. However, with a larger
Bin_Unit , some contact informationwould be omitted, which leads
to an inaccurate utility calculation. For a smaller Bin_Unit , the node
needs to maintain more data, so the utility calculation is more
accurate. However, because of the limited bandwidth, exchanging
a large amount of data during contact could easily makes the
strategy inoperable. Consider that the values stored in n_Bin[] and
m_Bin[] can only be changed when the nodes encounter with each
other, the size of Bin_Unit depends on the average intermeeting
time E1. In order to achieve a good tradeoff between bandwidth
overload and statistical accuracy, we argue that, based on [11],
Bin_Unit should be determined as Bin_Unit =

E1
2 .

For instance, the TTL of the message is 18000 s and the average
intermeeting time is E1 = 3000 s (obtained by the intermeeting
time statistics), then Bin_Unit = 1500 s and the length of
n_Bin[] and m_Bin[] is 12, and we may get the following bin
arrays: n_Bin[] = ( 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 ) and m_Bin[] =

( 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ). According to the data in the bin arrays, we
can learn that, during the first-four bins, the node has not stored or
seen the message. And the message reaches the node during bin 5.
Afterwards, it is dropped during bin 8.

According to the above considerations, we present the follow-
ing two questions: (1) there are different sizes of messages, which
message’s statistics (taking into account the message sizes) should
be used to estimate the parameters of the present message? And
(2) whether the nodes need to collect the history statistics of all
messages ever stored or just a part of the statistics?

To address the first question, experiments based on the
random-waypoint mobility are done and the message sizes are
randomly chosen from following scope (0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 MB) to obtain
the change in ni(Ti),mi(Ti) andmi(Ti)−ni(Ti)during the simulation
time for a given message i. For messages of the same size, we
arbitrarily select two of them and get the results as shown in
Figs. 5–8.

In Figs. 5–8, the green, blue and red curves show the changes in
n(T ),m(T ), and m(T ) − n(T ), respectively. As can be seen in the
results, messages of the same size have similar curves, including
the changes in amplitude. In addition, the peak values are almost
the identical. However, the curves for messages of different sizes
are quite different. To estimate the utility ofmessage i as accurately
as possible, we use the history statistics of messages whose sizes
are the same with message i to estimate ni(Ti) and mi(Ti).

To address the second question, we first point out that collect-
ing the history information from all messages would increase the
storage and bandwidth overhead. In addition, because the local
buffers of the nodes are limited in size and the messages are gen-
erated arbitrarily, the nodes may monitor too many messages of
the same size andmissmonitoring other types of messages. There-
fore, we present another data structure. We assume that there are
n types of messages in the network (in our experiment n = 4, and
message sizes are 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 MB) and they equally divide
the local buffer (the part to store the information) into n parts so
that each part can be used to monitor a fixed number of messages.
When a new message arrives, we first check whether or not the
corresponding buffer section used to monitor this kind of message
is full. If the buffer section still has space, we add the new mes-
sage to the message list and begin to collect the message’s infor-
mation. When the TTL for the message being monitored elapses,
it is deleted from the message list. Through this method, different
messages have an equitable chance to be monitored.

Furthermore, for each type of messages, the maximum
number of messages to be simultaneously monitored should be
determined. In order to not miss messages (i.e., each generated
message should have an opportunity to be collected), newly
generated messages of the same type should all have the
opportunity to be monitored from the time that the first message
of this type arrives at the buffer to the time that TTL elapses. Given
a message generation interval: tm and number different message
sizes: nm, the average time that messages of the same size are
generated is tmnm. Therefore, TTL

tmnm
messages should be monitored

for each type of messages.
Each node in the data structure is supposed to maintain up-to-

date statistics; the detailed update operation includes the follow-
ing two parts: (1) At the beginning of each Bin_Unit , update n_Bin[]
and m_Bin[] in the lists of nodes. If a certain field within n_Bin[]
changes, update stat_version to the current time. Otherwise, keep
stat_version unchanged. (2)When the nodes encounter each other,
they check whether or not they have monitored the identical mes-
sages (e.g., collect the history statistics of the same message). If so,
replace the old version with the new version.

4.2. Estimation of n(T ) and m(T )

For every message being monitored, each node uses two one-
dimensional arrays n_sum and m_sum, whose sizes equal to the
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Fig. 5. Plots of n(T ),m(T ), andm(T )−n(T ) for 0.5 MBmessages. The green curve is the change in n(T ), the blue curve is the change inm(T ), and the red curve is the change
in the differencem(T ) − n(T ). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 6. Plots of n(T ),m(T ), andm(T ) − n(T ) for 1 MBmessages. The color scheme is the same as for Fig. 5. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 7. Plots of n(T ),m(T ), andm(T )−n(T ) for 1.5MBmessages. The color scheme is the same as for Fig. 5. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
sizes of n(T ) and m(T ) in the local buffer (e.g., Bin_Number) to
record the weighted average history statistics of n(T ) and m(T ),
respectively. The goal is to use the history statistics to estimate
the current parameters of the newly-arrived message. However,
during the collection of network parameters, some information
obtained is immature because of the transmission delay in DTNs.
We assume that some nodes have updated the items related to
the current node in their data structure; the updated record might
take a long time to reach the current node, so some parts of the
information in the local data structure is incomplete and immature.
Note that the average time needed for the information to reach
the current node is the average intermeeting time (i.e., E1). In this
paper, we assume that the current time is T . Therefore, the history
informationprior to time T−E1 ismature and canbeused to update
the mature data (n_sum and m_sum).
Whenever the information of a certain message i becomes
mature (as shown in Fig. 9), we first calculate ni(Ti) and mi(Ti) for
this message. Next, we calculate the mean of the newly derived
ni(Ti) and n_sum(Ti) that is already stored in the array n_sum. We
then update n_sum(Ti) with the mean value. The identical process
is used to update m_sum(Ti) in the array m_sum. Thus, the history
information stored in the one-dimension array can bemore similar
to the current network’s information, therefore, the estimations of
n(T ) and m(T ) for each message at time T can be rather accurate.

In summary, in order to collect exact values of ni(Ti) andmi(Ti)
at time Ti for a givenmessage i, each node uses the history statistics
of the once-storedmessages to estimate ni(Ti) andmi(Ti), and then
uses the estimated value to calculate the per-message utility. Based
on the above process, the practical knapsack-based scheduling and
drop strategy KMSDP is achieved. Simulation results show that
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Fig. 8. Plots of n(T ),m(T ), andm(T ) − n(T ) for 2 MBmessages. The color scheme is the same as for Fig. 5. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 9. Process to calculate n_sum(T ) and m_sum(T ).

Table 2
Simulation parameters under random-waypoint mobility pattern.

Parameter Value

Simulation time 18000 s
Number of nodes 100
Moving speed (random-waypoint) 2 m/s
Transmission speed 250 kbps
Transmission range 100 m
Buffer size 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 MB
Interval of message generation [5, 15], [15, 25], [25, 35], [35, 45]
TTL 300
Message size 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 MB

KMSDP successfully achieves similar delivery ratio compared with
the idealized strategy KMSDT.

5. Performance evaluation

5.1. Experimental setup

To evaluate the performance of KMSDT and KMSDP, we use the
opportunistic network simulator ONE and conduct experiments
under both the synthetic random-waypoint scenario and the three
real-world DTN traces: epfl [22], roma taxi [3] and pmtr [19]. In
the former scenario, each node repeats its own behavior: select a
destination arbitrarily and walk along the shortest path to reach
the destination. In the latter real traces, epfl contains the GPS
information of 500 taxis is collected for 30 days, without loss of
generality, the first 100 taxis are as the input of the simulation,
roma taxi contains mobility traces of taxi cabs in Rome, Italy. It
contains GPS coordinates of approximately 320 taxis collected over
30 days, and pmtr contains mobility traces from 44mobile devices
at University of Milano.
To study the performance of KMSDT and KMSDP for messages
in different sizes, we first determine howmessages are generated.
In this paper, messages are generated with the sizes arbitrarily
chosen from0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2MB. The destination and source nodes
are then chosen arbitrarily from thewhole network. Next,we allow
a warm-up period to collect and calculate the network parameters
(without loss of generality, we set TTL/2 to make sure that the
initial values of ni(Ti) andmi(Ti) may make KMSDP feasible). After
the warm-up period, we use the Epidemic routing protocol to
forward messages. Seven buffer-management strategies (KMSDT,
KMSDP, GBSD [15], DF, DL, DO, and DY) are implemented in order
to compare their performances. The simulation parameters are
given in Table 2.

While a range of data is gathered from the experiments, we take
the following three main performance metrics into consideration.

(1) Delivery ratio
=

The number of messages successfully delivered to the destination
The total number of messages generated in the network .

(2) Average delay =
The total elapsed time of the successfully delivered messages

The total number of successfully delivered messages .

(3) Overhead ratio =
The successfully forwarded message number
The successfully delivered message number − 1.

Overhead ratio (load ratio) reflects the efficiency of utilizing
contacts. A high overhead ratio means that many copies of mes-
sages forwarded through contacts cannot reach the destination
node during their TTLs, so the contacts are utilized inefficiently.
Conversely, a low overhead ratio indicates that the contacts are
used efficiently.

5.2. Performance analysis with the same message size

First of all, to verify the accuracy of the message utility calcu-
lated by Eq. (9), we implement the six buffer-management strate-
gies (KMSDT, GBSD, DF, DL, DO, and DY) with the same message
size of 1 MB under the synthetic random-waypoint mobility sce-
nario. Results (as shown in Fig. 10) show that KMSDT obtains high-
est delivery ratio, acceptable average delay, and lowest overhead
ratio in terms of different buffer size, andmessage generation rate,
compared with other buffer-management strategies.

5.3. Performance analysis with different message sizes

5.3.1. Performance evaluation under random-waypoint scenario
We first discuss the experiments under the synthetic random-

waypoint mobility pattern. One hundred nodes are placed in a
4500 × 3400 m2 area. The buffer size is 10 MB and the generation
rate is one message per 15–25 s. We vary buffer size and message
generation rate to evaluate the performance of KMSDT, KMSDP,
and the other buffer-management strategies.
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(a) Delivery ratio. (b) Average delay.

(c) Overhead ratio.

Fig. 10. Delivery ratio, average delay, and overhead ratio as a function of buffer size andmessage generation rate under the random-waypoint scenario (samemessage size).
It is worth noticing that, according to the above calculation
method, the calculation results of average intermeeting time and
contact duration (as shown in Fig. 2) under the random-waypoint
scenario are 5709.9 and 61.7 s, respectively. Therefore, we set the
number of nodes to 100, and the generation rate to one message
per 15–25 s. We vary the buffer sizes. The delivery ratio, average
delay, and overhead ratio are plotted in Fig. 11, respectively.

Fig. 11-(a) shows that the delivery ratio increases along with
the buffer size. It is mainly due to that the increasing of buffer
size indicates the decreasing of the congestion level. It is worth
noticing that when the buffer size increases to 30 MB, the delivery
ratios of KMSDT and KMSDP reach 80%, which is much higher than
the delivery ratios of the other five buffer-management strategies.
Among DF, DL, DO, and DY, the DO and DF have better delivery
ratios, which is natural and reasonable.

Fig. 11-(b) provides some important data regarding average
delay. As can be seen, DY achieves the best performance in terms
of average delay, and we attribute it to the fact that DY always
drops the youngestmessages (messagewith the smallest Ti), so the
older messages are hardly delivered. The successfully-delivered
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(a) Delivery ratio. (b) Average delay.

(c) Overhead ratio.

Fig. 11. Delivery ratio, average delay, and overhead ratio as a function of buffer size and message generation rate under the random-waypoint scenario.
messages under DY are always those that can be easily delivered
within a short time, which leads to the lowest average delay. The
average delay for KMSDP is slightly higher than that of DY, but
lower than the other strategies. In addition, the average delay for
KMSDT is close to that for GBSD. Therefore, KMSDT and KMSDP
perform commendably in terms of average delay.

Fig. 11-(c) describes the trend of overhead ratio for different
buffer-management strategies. GBSD outperforms all the other
buffer-management strategies. The overhead ratios for KMSDT
and KMSDP almost have no difference with that of GBSD, which
is acceptable due to the fact that KMSDT and KMSDP have
significantly better delivery ratios.

Next, we study how the generation rate affects the buffer-
management strategies. We set the number of nodes to 100 and
the buffer size to 10 MB. We vary the message generation rate and
plot the delivery ratio, average delay, and overhead ratio in Fig. 11,
respectively.

It is worth noticing that the notation ‘5,15’ for the message
generation rate in Fig. 11-(a) means that a new message
is generated per 5–15 s. Thus, the message generation rate
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Fig. 12. Delivery ratio under different values of Message sizemax
Message sizemin

.

Table 3
Different distributions of message sizes.

Message size Uniform ∩ distribution ∪ distribution

0.5 0.1 1
512

126
512

1.0 0.1 9
512

84
512

1.5 0.1 36
512

36
512

2.0 0.1 84
512

9
512

2.5 0.1 126
512

1
512

3.0 0.1 126
512

1
512

3.5 0.1 84
512

9
512

4.0 0.1 36
512

36
512

4.5 0.1 9
512

84
512

5.0 0.1 1
512

126
512

decreases along with the increasing abscissa, which results in the
remission of congestion. The results show that KMSDT and KMSDP
outperform the other buffer-management strategies in terms of
the delivery ratio. Fig. 11-(b) indicates that generation rate does
not affect average delay to any great extent. The average delay of
KMSDP is slightly higher than that of DO, and there is almost no
difference between KMSDT and GBSD regarding average delay.

Messages in above experiments are all generated with the sizes
arbitrarily chosen from 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 MB. Next, in order to
verify the applicability of KMSDT, we keep the minimal message
size (0.5 MB) unchanged, set the buffer size as 20 MB and vary the
ratio between maximal message size and minimal message size
from 2 to 10. Results are shown in Fig. 12-(a), which indicates that
the delivery ratios of both KMSDT and GBSD decrease along with
increase of the ratio between maximal message size and minimal
message size. However, KMSDT always performs better thanGBSD.
At the same time, the trend of difference between them becomes
more obvious when the ratio is large enough.

Consider that the message sizes of experiments in Fig. 12-(a)
meet the uniform distribution. However, in order to verify that
KMSDT still performswell under different distributions ofmessage
sizes (as shown in Table 3), the binomial distribution (p = 0.5) and
corresponding type U distribution are implemented. Results are
shown in Fig. 12-(b), which indicates that KMSDT performs better
than GBSD no matter in which distribution (∩ means binomial
distribution and ∪ means corresponding type ∪ distribution). It
is worth noticing that regarding to delivery ratio, KMSDT-∪ >
KMSDT > KMSDT-∩, especially when the ratio between maximal
message size and minimal message size is large enough. In other
words, more disperse the distribution of message sizes is, the
better performance KMSDT will get. The more aggregate the
distribution ofmessage sizes is, theworse the performance KMSDT
will get. It is natural and reasonable, and can also prove that the
knapsack-based solution has played a key role in KMSDT.
In conclusion, comparedwith the other five buffer-management
strategies, KMSDT and KMSDP improve the delivery ratio without
affecting the overhead ratio or average delay.

5.3.2. Performance evaluation under the real traces: epfl, roma taxi
and pmtr

Epfl contains GPS data from 500 San Francisco taxis acquired
over 30 days, without loss of generality, we use the data of the first
100 taxis in this paper. For the first part of experiments, we test
the epfl dataset using ONE to simulate taxi mobility over the first
18 000 s. Based on the Epidemic routing protocol, seven buffer-
management strategies (KMSDT, KMSDP, GBSD, DF, DL, DO, and
DY) are implemented. We vary the buffer size and generation rate
and observe the variation trends in terms of delivery ratio, average
delay, and overhead ratio.

Note that the expectations of the intermeeting time and contact
duration (as shown in Fig. 2) under epfl are calculated to be 3287.7
and 105.5 s, respectively. Therefore, we fix themessage generation
rate to onemessage per 25–35 s. Through changing the buffer size,
we obtain the variation trends of delivery ratio, average delay, and
overhead ratio in Fig. 13.

In a realistic network environment, the movement of the
taxis lacks the regularity and the nodes cannot communicate
with each other as frequently as done in the random-waypoint
mobility pattern. As a result, some messages cannot be delivered.
Therefore, the delivery ratio obtained in the realistic scenario
differs significantly from that obtained from the synthetic random-
waypoint scenario. However, according to Fig. 13-(a), we realize
that KMSDT and KMSDP achieve the best delivery ratios among
the seven buffer-management strategies, and the delivery ratio
increases along with the increase of buffer size. Furthermore,
Fig. 13-(b) shows that DY obtains the best performance in terms
of average delay and KMSDP outperforms the other four buffer-
management strategies, although its average delay is higher than
that of DY. Moreover, the average delay for KMSDT is similar with
that of GBSD. Fig. 13-(c) shows that KMSDT and KMSDP achieve
similar overhead ratios, which are better than those of the other
five buffer-management strategies.

Next, we fix the buffer size to 10 MB and vary the message
generation rate. The delivery ratio, average delay, and overhead
ratio are plotted in Fig. 13, respectively. Fig. 13-(a) shows that
KMSDT achieves the best delivery ratio, which increases linearly
with message generation rate. Moreover, KMSDP also obtains a
better delivery ratio than GBSD. As shown in Fig. 13-(b), we find
that the average delay for KMSDP ismuch lower than that forGBSD.

In order to further prove the applicability of the proposed
KMSDT and KMSDP, we evaluate our strategy under the extra
two real-word traces: roma taxi and pmtr. The simulation results
are shown in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively. We omit the detailed
description of the Figs. 14 and 15, for the reason that the curve-
shapes are similar with that of Fig. 13.
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(a) Delivery ratio. (b) Average delay. (c) Overhead ratio.

Fig. 13. Delivery ratio, average delay, and overhead ratio as a function of buffer size and message generation rate under the epfl scenario.
(a) Delivery ratio. (b) Average delay. (c) Overhead ratio.

Fig. 14. Delivery ratio, average delay, and overhead ratio as a function of buffer size and message generation rate under the roma taxi scenario.
To sum up, in realistic scenarios, KMSDT and KMSDP signifi-
cantly improve the delivery ratio compared with the other five
buffer-management strategies (GBSD, DF, DL, DO, and DY), with-
out affecting the average delay.

6. Conclusion

InDTNs, the probabilistic nodalmobility and interruptiblewire-
less links lead to nondeterministic and intermittent connectivity.
The store–carry–forward paradigm is used by most routing proto-
cols to efficiently forward messages. However, excessive copies of
messages can easily lead to buffer overflowing because of the lim-
ited storage space, especially when the bandwidth is also limited
and the message sizes differ. In this situation, how to allocate net-
work resources becomes the key point. In this paper, we present
an idealized knapsack-based scheduling and drop strategy KMSDT
based on the Epidemic routing protocol. In order to improve
the delivery ratio, KMSDT schedules messages according to the
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(a) Delivery ratio. (b) Average delay. (c) Overhead ratio.

Fig. 15. Delivery ratio, average delay, and overhead ratio as a function of buffer size and message generation rate under the pmtr scenario.
per-unit utility. When the buffer overflows, which messages to
drop is decided according to the solution of the knapsack prob-
lem. However, KMSDT cannot be applied in the realistic network
environment because it requires global parameters. Therefore, we
develop a practical scheduling and drop strategy KMSDP. KMSDP
uses the distributed collected history information to approximate
the global information, anduses these estimatedparameters to cal-
culate the utility. We conducted simulations in ONE under both
the synthetic random-waypoint mobility scenario and the real
traces: epfl, roma taxi and pmtr. The simulation results show that,
compared with other buffer-management strategies, KMSDT and
KMSDP significantly improve the delivery ratio without affecting
the average delay. KMSDT and KMSDP aim to maximize the deliv-
ery ratio without considering other performance metrics. Future
workwill focus on developing amore efficient scheduling and drop
strategy to optimize both the delivery ratio and the average delay.
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